By Larry Wise

UnderSTANDing Archery
W

hat are you trying to do
when you nock an arrow,
raise, draw and aim? Are
you trying to “hit the X”? Trying to hit
the “twelve ring” or the “spot”? Most
archers have one of these goals in
their conscious thinking. And that
presents a major pitfall.

SHOT OBJECTIVE
Having a “result” like “hitting the
X” as your shot objective gets you
focused on the “future”. Hitting the x
is in the future. Yeah, its not very far in
the future but, nevertheless, it is a
future event and focusing on future or
past events builds unnecessary mental and muscular tension.
The really good shooters stay
focused on the present while properly executing a shot and that enables
them to stay more relaxed. Avoiding
the build up of muscle tension
enables good archers to shoot more
like they do in practice. Staying
relaxed enables the better archers to
get that “repeat” performance we are
all looking for.
So what is a shot objective that
keeps you focused on the “present”?
What objective keeps you thinking
about a “process” instead of the
“result”? The best “present-thinking”
and “process-oriented” objective I
have experienced is to “execute the
shot with back-tension”.
SHOT OBJECTIVE: Execute the
shot with back tension.

UPPER BODY POSITION
Now, if you plan to use this present-thinking objective then you
must be concerned about getting
your upper body in the best possible
position for using your back muscles,
namely the rhomboids, levator

scapulae and trapezius muscles on elements or independent of the final
your drawing side. Your posture, then, desired outcome or objective. Each
becomes central to your shooting form element must relate to and preform and scoring success. Proper pare for the following element and to
posture is essential to using your the final shot objective. If it doesn’t
skeleton to its best advantage thereby then why do it?
In articles that will follow this one
allowing most of your muscles to
relax which in turn results in your I plan to develop concepts about
other form elements and, in each
steadiest aim and release.
So right now you’re thinking that case, the effectiveness of those elethis article is all about “shot objective” ments must be gauged by how well
but it isn’t; it’s about “stance”. Yep, they promote shot execution with
STANCE. How can you use your back tension. If a particular action
skeleton properly if you don’t stand during the shot execution doesn’t
properly? How you stand affects every promote back tension then it must be
step of form that follows and that altered so it does or it must be eliminated.
makes it really important.
The reason for discussing shot
BUILDING THE SCAFOLD
objective is this: when you plan to
Your customers have an intuitive
shoot archery of any type you must
first find the target. Finding the understanding that their upper body
shooting stake is not enough; you skeleton will best be served by a
must be able to see the target so you steady and sturdy base. After all, most
know which direction to face from
the shooting stake.
Using the same
logic with your
“stance” form element, you must
know your shot
objective so you
can set your stance
to best achieve that
objective.
In fact, every
one of your form
elements must be
evaluated by how
well it enables you
to execute the shot
T FORM CLOSED – Teaching stance to any archer should begin
with back tension. with the “T” formation. Standing with arms raised to shoulder
We don’t build height and eyes closed allows your students to feel for thema single form ele- selves the unstable sway they have when their feet are together.
ment independent To keep their balance they must activate many of their leg musof the other form cles instead of relaxing most of them.
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of them work on their feet for some
part of the day and without proper
leg use they would fatigue in minutes
and not complete their work. With
proper leg use they can stand or walk
for hours and effectively get the job
done.
So what is proper leg use? Most
haven’t thought much about this and
you’ll have to make it clear to them
that most of the day they rely on their
leg bones to hold their body up and
not a lot of muscle. We all use just
enough small muscle groups to keep
our leg bones lined up so they support our body weight. We use our
bones to build the scaffold for our
upper body and our upper body
bones to hold the force of the bow. A
properly erected base scaffold will
promote sound upper body use.
Here’s a simple test to pass along
to your customer-students: stand for
a few minutes with your knees slightly bent. Set a timer and stand that
way for just two minutes. Go ahead, I
dare ya.
I’ll count the seconds for you:
120,119,118,117,116 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3,2,1. Tired yet?! You get the picture
real quick with this test because bent

knees recruit most of your leg muscles and fatigue sets in quickly.
Leg bones and how we position
them are the first step to achieving
proper execution with back tension.
Your customer-students have to get
this part correct from the beginning
or their success will be limited. Build
the scaffold too narrow and the top
will teeter back and forth. Build it too
wide and it places too much stress on
the angled joints (lower back).

STANCE SPREAD
How far you and you customerstudents spread your feet, distribution of your weight and how you
angle your torso relative to the target
are the three main features of the
stance form element. Following is
what I teach beginners, as well as
advanced archers about spread distance.
Determining spread is easily
taught using the beginners “T” body
position and closed eyes. Have your
student stand with feet together, eyes
closed and arms raised to form the
archer’s “T” as illustrated on page 81.
In this position it takes only a few seconds to feel your body swaying back
and forth. The old toy ad comes to
mind, “Weebles wobble but they
don’t fall down.” Do you remember
that one? Point out that they are
using lots of small
and large muscles
to keep their bal-

T FORM SPREAD – Spreading your feet to hip-width while standing in this “T” position demonstrates how many leg muscles can
be relaxed while maintaining stability. Try this little test for yourself and you’ll know what I mean and then be willing to pass it
along to your students.
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ance when their feet are together.
Have your student repeat the
closed eye “T” position again. This
time after a few seconds have them
spread their feet to hip-width. They
should immediately feel most of their
leg muscles relax and the swaying
subside. At this point they can experiment with different spread distances
- from 10 inches to 18 inches - to find
what feels most comfortable, most
stable and most relaxed.
You can have them bend their
knees for a few seconds to remind
them about leg bone alignment.
Repeating a point made earlier, the
leg bones should be in line so they are
supporting the weight of your upper
body. To keep them in line requires
only a few small muscles and not the
larger leg muscles. There’s no need to
“lock” your knees by tightening a lot
of muscles; just use enough small
muscle groups to keep the bones in
line. Therefore a quality stance will
have feet spread to a “comfortable”
stable width, leg bones lined up and
most leg muscles relaxed.

STANCE ANGLE
TO THE TARGET
Stance spread gives an archer the
stability needed for upper body
steadiness. The second aspect of
stance, then, is body presentation to
the target. At what angle to the target
do you want your hips, chest and
shoulders so that you can aim inline

BENT KNEES - Try standing with bent knees for a few minutes
and you’ll quickly learn how much we rely on our leg bones to
support our body during the day. We use only enough muscle to
keep our leg bones lined up under our torso while the rest of our
leg muscles relax and yet we’re able to hold a stable position. We
don’t need to be stiff legged with lots of tightened muscles.

with the target center?
EVEN STANCE: The even stance
aligns the feet so that the toes are
even with a line to the target.
OPEN STANCE: The open stance
presents more of one’s chest to the
target by setting the target-side foot a
short distance from the straight line
to the target.
CLOSED STANCE: Moving the
foot on one’s release-hand side away
from the line to the target will point
the chest slight away form the target
or close it relative to the target.
WHAT ANGLE IS CORRECT?
Determining the angle that is most
effective for a given archer is vital to
his or her success during competition. The upper body must be calm,
steady and stable over top of the hips
and feet if aiming is to be high quality
and if your student is going to execute
back tension with the highest degree
of effectiveness. Your student should
not be fighting against the natural
upper-body position over the hips; he
should find it and embrace it.
There are many techniques for
finding one’s natural upper body
over-the-feet position. One simple
method is to have your student step
to the target line, set their stance even
with the line to the target. Next,
instruct them to relax their bow arm
along side of their body and close
their eyes. Finish this test by having
them turn their head to the target
with eyes closed, pointing to where
they think the target is and after a few
seconds open their eyes and notice
where they are actually pointing. If a
right-handed archer is pointing to the
right of the target then they should
open their stance a little; they should
present more of their chest to the target by adjusting foot position. Close
their stance if they are pointing to the
left of the target when they open their
eyes.
Repeating this several times will
help establish what’s natural for that
archer. Continue the test with the
bow in hand. Have them raise, draw,
aim and while aiming close their eyes.
After a count of eight have them open
their eyes and note any left/right drift
away from the target - up or down is
not important. A closed-eye rightdrift indicates the need to open their
Circle 210 on Response Card
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stance slightly while a left-drift indicates a need to close their stance a little.
When the correction is made in
the archer’s stance then open-eye
aiming can be maintained without
fighting against any natural drift. Less
fight against unseen forces will help
make aiming steadier. Note that I
didn’t say “dead still” because that’s
not always possible and may be an
unrealistic expectation that adds
muscle tension instead of keeping it
relatively relaxed.
For more advanced shooters I
have another test. Place five target
spots in a horizontal row across the
target butt. Spread them so that they
are about 18 inches from the far left to
the far right spot. Set one stance position for the center spot and begin
shooting from 20 yards. Shoot some
ends left-to-right and others right-toleft. Save the target and repeat this
test for two or three days and then
examine all three targets to find
which spot of the five you are shooting the best. After my shoulder
surgery a few years ago I thought that

EVEN STANCE – Standing with both sets
of toes even with the line to the target like
this left-hander is doing puts you in the
“even” stance position. This is a good
stance for beginners to use until they
learn to check their stance position with
the “closed eye” test.
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I’d be more stable with an even stance
but this test showed me that I needed
a slightly open stance because the
spot on the far right showed the best
grouping in the middle.

WEIGHT LOADING
ON YOUR FEET
LEFT/RIGHT DISTRIBUTION:
For model form like you use for
indoor shooting I recommend distributing your body weight equally on
each foot. So an archer in proper fulldraw-position (January 2006 Issue of
Arrow Trade) will support 50 percent
of his or her body weight on each foot
unless certain physical challenges
dictate otherwise.
A wheelchair-bound archer, for
instance, would not be able to do this.
Instead they would be adjusting body
position to accommodate the upper
body in much the same fashion as a
standing archer. Chair height, seat
type and handrail adjustments all
have to be made to build the stability
need for steady aiming. A young
friend and tremendous archer, K. J.
Polish, is an example of someone who
has met this challenge and become
an elite archer among the pro ranks.

OPEN STANCE - The most used stance
turns your chest slightly towards the target or “open” to the target. This right-hander shows how your left foot is pulled several inches away form the line to the target to form the open stance. Most archers
find that their upper body wants to hold
this position naturally even when they
close their eyes for eight or ten seconds.

I’m sure you have noticed some
of your customers leaning away form
the target at a slight angle once they
reach full-draw-position. In general
they are placing more weight on the
draw-side foot and less on the bowside and, in most cases, this imbalance occurs during the final few inches of the draw stroke. Standing with
one foot on each of two scales will
verify this situation.
Correcting it is easy to do but several weeks of practice will be needed
to build the 50/50 weight distribution
desired. The correction begins with
an uneven weight distribution, say
60-70 percent on the bow-side foot,
before raising the bow and is maintained through the raise and draw of
the bow. Then as the archer reaches
full-draw-position they should equalize their body weight on each foot.
Someone looking at them at their
backside can tell them if they are
standing with good vertical alignment and distributing their weight
equally.
TOE/HEEL DISTRIBUTION:
The final stance consideration is the
forward weight distribution on the
“balls” of your feet. I all too often
stand with about 50 percent of my
weight on my heels and 50 percent
on the front or “balls” of the feet but
that allows me to rock toward my
backside to easily. To compensate I

CLOSED STANCE -The closed stance for a
right-hander is shown here with the right
foot pulled away from the line to the target. This would turn your chest slightly
away from the target. A few archers need
this position to maintain their natural
upper bodyline to the target.

wear hiking shoes which have a
slightly higher heel than training
shoes so that a little more, say 55 percent of my weight, is forward on my
feet and only 45 percent is on my
heels.
Weight-forward is more stable.
Pitching your upper body slightly forward will help an archer keep their
back straighter so it’s not arched. It
also helps to dampen the “rock-back”
feeling I often get. This forward alignment is only one or two degrees and
should not move more than 55 percent of your weight forward because
that, too, is unstable. Experimenting
with different shoe-heel types will
lead you to a good heel height for
your body type.

SET AND MAINTAIN
Humans learn at different rates as
we all know but, in general, it takes us
about three weeks or 21 days to learn
a new habit. It takes only a short time
for our subconscious to establish the

FIVE SPOT – Place five aiming spots in a horizontal line as shown. Using an even
stance, shoot some practice ends each day for four or five days. Shoot left-to-right sometimes and right-to-left other times. Notice if you shoot any particular spot or spots better than others. I found that I shot the right-most spot better, which indicated that I was
shooting best when my torso was more open to the target.

necessary brain function but our
muscles take a little longer to be conditioned. Therefore, practice time
with our new stance will have to be
allotted before it is fully an automatic,
subconscious-controlled activity for
our feet.
During this training and while
your students are shooting an end of
arrows they must learn to maintain
their stance. That is, they must learn

to set their stance once for the end
and then to not move their feet again
until the end is complete. I assume
that they are setting it correctly on the
first try and, therefore, they should
not need to change foot position for
the remaining shots.
Shuffling feet during an end of
arrows from one shooting position
introduces unwanted and unnecessary tension and nervousness.

TOUGH • SILENT • STRONG
New from the makers of
DURAVANES! A vane that
can stand up to the harshest
equipment and use….the
SAVAGE is the same familiar
shape with surprising durability.
These vanes hold their
own when used with
biscuit-style rests
and any target
on the
market.

POINTING – To test your stance position
you can point at the target using an even
stance starting position. Close your eyes
for eight to ten seconds allowing your
torso to assume its natural position over
hips and feet. Then open your eyes to see
if you are still pointing to the target. If not
adjust your stance so you are pointing to
it. Repeat the test several times to find
your natural stance.

Available in eight popular 4” colors:
white, ﬂo yellow, lime, ﬂo red, red,
blue, green and black.

Norway Industries • www.duravanes.com • 1-800-778-4755
Circle 132 on Response Card
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Maintaining one’s stance can be used
to help reduce tension and nervousness. Trusting your stance is a big first
step to getting your self-confidence
elevated and maintained so encourage your students to set their stance
and keep it anchored for the entire
end of shooting.
There is an exception to this.
When shooting the NFAA indoor fivespot target face I often find my self
wanting to shift my stance a little to
shoot the right-side spots. The fivespot target is rather wide from side to
side so you or your students may prefer to set their stance for the center
plus left-side spots and then shift
their stance slightly to accommodate
the two right-side spots.

ON-COURSE
ADAPTATIONS TO STANCE
To this point we have been
focused on “model form”. That’s
important because you must first
build the model you need when conditions are ideal and then, and only
then, is it prudent to build form for
those conditions that are not ideal.
You are always comparing your
altered form to what form works best
and if you don’t have that model
you’re just blind guessing at what to
do.
The biggest question your students will have is “What do I do for
those uphill targets”? I know that
shooting uphill is my biggest weakness and my stance is a big part of
that. I’m sure it’s the same for most of
the pro shooters I know.
Most uphill shots have a poor
place to stand since the ground at the
shooting stake is probably uphill also.
The recommendation I can make is to
keep your heels close together so they
are nearly the same height and, therefore, can hold nearly equal amounts
of your body weight. We understand
that this makes us a little more likely
to teeter back and forth but conditions are not perfect and this, for
most, will be the best compromise to
ideal form.
With heels together and weight
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distributed equally on your feet you
can at least maintain your upper
body integrity; you can keep you
“power unit” together and use back
tension effectively. Keep our “back
tension” objective in mind as you
make compromises to model form
and you will be able to get consistent
results. Understand also that you may
not get as good a result as you do
under ideal conditions but you can at
least be consistent with disciplined
stance.
Downhill shots are not nearly as
difficult for me but I still put my heels
together. I’m sure that with my heels
together I can bend easier at the waist
and that helps get my upper body in
good position relative to the target.
This downhill situation relates
closely to shooting out of a treestand.
Your feet are close together and you
must bend a little at the waist to make
a good consistent shot. And maybe
your knees are shaking a little! In any
event, keep your upper body power
unit – your back and shoulders –
intact and you’ll get consistent
results.
Side hill shots offer a different set
of conditions than the straight up or
downhill shot. Usually your toes are
either pointed uphill or downhill. I

LEAN – Leaning away from the target
indicates that more weight is loaded onto
the foot away from the target. This position places some imbalanced loads in
your upper body as well and should be
avoided as it takes extra muscle use to
keep steady.

hate my toes pointing uphill – I feel
like I’m falling backwards off a mountain cliff. Toes downhill don’t seem to
bother me since I can see what’s in
front of me and know I’m not falling
over a cliff.
In any event I have to deal with
the terrain in some way. Keep your
feet spread if you can and dig out
some ground with your toe or heel to
get the surface closer to horizontal.
Before you raise your bow prepare
yourself by leaning slightly into the
hill. Lean beyond vertical so that by
the time you get to full draw you will
be vertical. If your toes are uphill then
put more weight forward on your feet.
If your toes are downhill then keep
more weight on your heels so the
slope doesn’t pull your upper body
downhill while you are aiming.
As a right-handed shooter my
toughest shot, then, is an uphill target
that is sloped down to the left. This
puts my toes uphill and my heels
together. I have to fight the “teetering” effect of my heels being close
and gravity pulling me over backwards.
The only way to get good at this is
to train for it by practice shooting on
this kind of difficult terrain. Finding a
location that offers an uphill practice
lane will help you prepare for this difficult shot. Placing a target butt at the
top and bottom of the hill will give
you an even wider variety of practice.
You have to condition your feet
and legs so they can maintain balance while aiming up and down hills
and standing with your feet together.

TWO SCALES – Placing one foot on each
of two common scales will tell you how
you distribute your weight while shooting.
Have your students do this while you
watch the scales and record the weights
on each.

If you want to become an elite field
and 3-D archer you have to undertake
a full lower body workout routine.

CONCLUSION
An archer’s stance is the first element of an interrelated system of
shooting form steps. Every step that
follows depends on the stability that
is created by that stance so getting it
right from the beginning is vital to
every archer’s success.
Pay close attention to how you
teach the stance elements of spread,
angle, left/right weight distribution
and forward weighting on your feet. If
you stress the importance of these
aspects then your student/customers
will also make them important and
succeed because of it.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry

Editor's Note: Larry Wise's first
book, “Tuning Your Compound Bow,”
has been updated with a new chapter
on hybrid cams plus other new information. His latest, "Core Archery"
details correct form in a step-by-step
format, defines back tension and how
to execute it, and presents a plan for
the high performance mental game.
Get either though his web site
www.larrywise.com, or by phone at
(717) 436-9168. They are also available from Target Communications,
7626 W. Donges Bay Road, Mequon,
WI 53079.
Larry Wise is available to conduct
one-day and two-day shooting
schools at your facility. This is a great
way to jump-start a league program,
to grow participation among your
customer base in competitive archery
and to help position your pro shop as
the place where people learn to shoot
better. Contact Larry Wise at the
address or phone number above for
more details.

Standing with your spine vertical will distribute equal amounts of weight on each
foot. It will also lead to a more relaxed but
more stable stance position. Note that this
student’s shoulders are now level giving
optimum leverage from his back and
shoulder muscles that leads to consistent
shot execution.

ADVENTURE REC
ECURVE
URVE SERIES
TM

Designed to meet the challenging needs of
archers at any age for recreational use and
programs including schools, clubs, and J.O.A.D.

distributed by:

REAR VIEW – Standing vertical or placing
about 55 percent of your weight forward
on your feet will be most stable for the
large majority of archers. Shooting in hiking or work shoes that have slightly higher heels will be enough to tip your weight
forward and avoid the “tipping backwards” feeling that I sometimes get while
shooting in tennis shoes.

Order Adventure Recurve Bows by October Mountain today, call

1-800-366-4269.

RECREATION
SERIES

Adventure 48
TM

ages 5-8

Adventure 54
TM

ages 7-12

Adventure 62
TM

ages 11-15
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Adventure 66
TM

ages 14-up
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